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Although it is well accepted that type 2 diabetes patho-
physiology involves decreases in b-cell function and mass,
their relative importance has been debated (1–3). More-
over, it is unclear whether b-cells adapt to insulin resis-
tance by secreting more insulin per b-cell (increased
function) or by increasing b-cell mass.

A major reason why these questions remain unanswered
is the lack of an animal model where dynamic changes in
islet mass and islet function can be noninvasively moni-
tored. Current approaches for optical monitoring of b-cell
mass in vivo lack sufficient spatial resolution, and histolog-
ical measurements in ex vivo pancreatic sections do not
allow function and mass to be measured simultaneously.

In this issue of Diabetes, Chen et al. (4) transplanted
isolated islets into the anterior chamber of the eye of a
recipient mouse. This enabled longitudinal and simulta-
neous monitoring of b-cell mass and b-cell function. Al-
though transplanting islets into a foreign milieu such as
the eye is unusual and imperfect, this ingenious approach
allowed the investigators to exploit the immunologically
privileged eye environment (5–7) and the ability to image
engrafted islets through the crystalline lens using confocal
microscopy. Previous work from the group demonstrated
the feasibility of the approach for exploring a range of
questions related to diabetes (5). In the current study (4),
attention was focused on whether b-cell mass or b-cell
function preferentially mediates adaptation to insulin re-
sistance and hyperglycemia. This is a major question in
the field, and one for which the novel approach used is
well suited to provide important answers.

Placing mice with transplanted islets on a high-fat diet
(HFD) for 17 weeks caused weight gain and, presumably,
a decrease in insulin sensitivity. Chen et al. (4) combined
high-resolution islet mass measurements based on laser
light backscattering (8) with in vivo insulin and glucagon

measurements. Transducing the donor islets with a genet-
ically encoded Ca2+-sensing probe (GCaMP) permitted the
measurement of b-cell Ca2+ levels and Ca2+ oscillations in
real time. Figure 1A depicts the experimental design used.

Chen et al. (4) found that although the HFD was as-
sociated with changes in both islet function (insulin se-
cretion as well as altered Ca2+) and mass, the changes in
function occurred considerably earlier than changes in
mass, with changes evident as early as 1 week after the
HFD commenced. In contrast, changes in mass occurred
after 4 weeks. Similar behavior was previously observed in
rats (9). The good quality of the islet images used to estimate
islet volume and the observed robust functional changes
strongly support the conclusions drawn to a greater degree
than previous studies using more conventional, less robust
techniques. This makes the current study very important.

It is instructive to compare the results obtained to the
predictions of a recent mathematical model of type 2
diabetes and b-cell adaptation recently published by our
group (10), which is an extension of the work by Topp
et al. (11). In the model, increased b-cell mass is driven by
an increased rate of proliferation, but this occurs more
slowly than changes in function, so it becomes substantial
only when b-cell function is unable to compensate for the
declining insulin sensitivity. Compensation of mass in the
model is driven by increased b-cell “workload” or secre-
tion per cell, in accordance with the work of Dor and
colleagues (12). Increased workload is in turn driven by
increased glucose and two complementary forms of func-
tional compensation. First, the glucose sensitivity of the
islet shifts to the left (Fig. 1B). Such a shift has been
observed in a variety of diabetes models (reviewed in
13), and the increased basal calcium reported in Chen
et al. (4) (see Fig. 6A in ref. 4) is suggestive that it oc-
curred in their experiments as well. Second, there is an
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increase in the amplification factor that is distal to a rise
in b-cell Ca2+ but increases b-cell exocytosis for a given
level of Ca2+. This increase, which corresponds to what
Chen et al. (4) call “calcium efficacy,” may reflect the aug-
mentation of the insulin granule docked pool (14) (Fig.
1B).

If these two compensatory mechanisms fail to restrain
plasma glucose, then b-cell workload remains elevated
and promotes an increased b-cell proliferation rate (P).
The balance of P and the rate of apoptosis (A) determines
net b-cell mass. If P . A, then mass expands. If the in-
creased number of secreting b-cells is sufficient, euglycemia
may be restored. However, if mass expansion is insufficient
due to, for example, genetic impairments in P or A or a too
rapid loss of insulin sensitivity, blood glucose may rise
further and lead to “glucotoxicity” and A being greater
than P. From this point on, b-cell mass will decrease.
Noticeably reduced mass does not generally occur until
diabetes is well established, but the preceding failure to
expand rapidly enough already seals the diabetic fate.
In the study by Chen et al. (4), the HFD-fed mice only
progressed to prediabetes, consistent with numerous other
studies (15–17), so mass did not fall.

Thus, there is a multitiered defense against hypergly-
cemia in the face of insulin resistance, with compensation
in two forms of function preceding compensation in
mass. This hierarchy of defenses is regulated by the
progressively slower time constants of each layer, with
slower processes taking over when the faster ones are
inadequate to control glucose. The main result of ex-
periments in the study by Chen et al. (4), i.e., function
adapts before mass does, is demonstrated by the rise of
plasma insulin during an intraperitoneal glucose tolerance
test (Fig. 1D in ref. 4), which is faster than the rise of islet

cell volume (Fig. 2C in ref. 4). Further, the authors’ index
of b-cell function, the ratio of increased insulin to the
augmentation of islet volume (Fig. 4 in ref. 4), plateaued
1 week after the initiation of the HFD. These findings are
strikingly consistent with the model simulations shown
in Fig. 1C.

Although the study by Chen et al. (4) represents an
important advance for the b-cell field and offers new
insights into diabetes, it is not without weaknesses. The
evidence from the ex vivo experiments with palmitate
implicating Epac as a major player is indirect. It is not
clear how palmitate increases Epac; it would have been
better perhaps to measure plasma glucagon-like peptide 1.
The specific role or necessity of palmitate in increasing
calcium and insulin secretion could have been probed by
exposing islets overnight to serum without added palmitate.

Earlier reports from the group showed that trans-
planted islets secrete insulin and that islets transplanted
into the eye changed their mass in parallel with those
residing in pancreas (5,8). To quantify differences in cal-
cium oscillations between transplanted and control islets,
the authors used “calcium dynamics,” or mean glucose-
stimulated increases in mean calcium. It might have been
better to report changes in plateau fraction of the Ca2+

oscillations, as in the study by Glynn et al. (13). Also,
one wonders how faithfully glucose in the eye tracks glu-
cose concentration in the plasma. The approach is finally
subject to the general criticism that islets placed into the
eye are unlikely to fully replicate the physiological milieu
of the pancreas.

Hopefully, the study by Chen et al. (4) will turn out to
be one of many newly emerging animal models of diabetes
that can allow dynamic changes in b-cell mass and func-
tion to be determined simultaneously and longitudinally.

Figure 1—A: Schematic of the experimental preparation. Islets transplanted to the anterior chamber of the eye can be evaluated through
the lens for b-cell mass and calcium dynamics, while whole-body glucose and insulin are sampled from the circulation. B: Proposed
hierarchy of b-cell adaptations to insulin resistance 1: Normal exercise of the glucose dose-response curve: glucose metabolism increases
ATP/ADP ratio and closes K(ATP) channels. 2: Persistent hyperglycemia leads to reduced K(ATP) channel density, shifting the dose-
response curve to the left (3). If 2 is insufficient, calcium efficacy is increased by enhanced trafficking of vesicles to the plasma membrane
(PM) (3). If 2 and 3 are insufficient, b-cell replication (4) is stimulated. C: Simulations of b-cell response to reduced insulin sensitivity using
the model of Ha et al. (10). b-Cell mass (blue) rises slowly, whereas the functional index (stimulated plasma insulin over b-cell mass
[orange]) rises rapidly. At 17 weeks, returning mice to normal chow reverses augmented b-cell function, while b-cell mass approaches a
plateau.
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As these new models appear, experimentalists will poten-
tially have an expanding number of systems with which to
better establish the time dependence and mechanistic
relationships between b-cell mass and function. This
will help us to more clearly understand how b-cells com-
pensate and then sometimes fail to compensate for insulin
resistance and rising hyperglycemia.
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